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[image: Nicholas Melvin]
Nicholas Melvin
21:35 05 Apr 24

If you need representation, look no further!! I needed legal counsel with something,  got am advertisement letter from them in the mail, was a little hesitant but so glad a chose this team. Great communication, patient, very knowledgeable and very professional! Would work with them again in the future if I have to!



[image: Debbie Scott]
Debbie Scott
17:38 05 Apr 24

I got a speeding ticket on my way down to outer banks. The police officer was so nice! I found this law firm on Google. I LOVED the text option since it was 2am! They got back to me next morning and handled everything thru text and email which is super convenient for me



[image: Vincent Cutillo]
Vincent Cutillo
02:56 28 Mar 24

They were awesome and got the job .



[image: Michael Herring]
Michael Herring
13:13 24 Mar 24

Great experience great communication awesome to work with and handled my case fast and great prices



[image: Sara P.]
Sara P.
21:47 21 Mar 24

Highly recommend Mr. Dixon & his office. Very friendly and professional. Got a ticket reduced with no problems. 100% will engage them again if needed.



[image: joshua sepulveda]
joshua sepulveda
01:45 19 Mar 24





[image: Mike Braunbeck]
Mike Braunbeck
20:28 06 Mar 24

Susan, and her assistant Kathleen, at Dixon & Thompson Law is highly professional, friendly, effective and efficient, and a pure pleasure to work with. They proved exceptionally knowledgeable in handling every detail of our house and property purchase in Albemarle Plantation, working closely with the mortgage lender to complete all required documentation in a remarkable short amount of time. They retain my highest recommendation for legal, and particularly real estate, services in the Albemarle NC region.  Mike B



[image: A Clarke Heath]
A Clarke Heath
18:28 06 Mar 24

Kind and professional staff.



[image: C.J. Jenkins]
C.J. Jenkins
00:33 04 Mar 24





[image: Jeff Sigman]
Jeff Sigman
17:28 03 Mar 24

Dixon & Thompson really came through for us. Made a difficult situation really easy.



[image: Maleiyah Perez]
Maleiyah Perez
00:52 01 Mar 24

I was speeding in bertie and I’m from pitt county so they were the ones I trusted. The women that answers the phone were so nice and helpful I couldn’t find my citation so the lady called the court for me and saved me the trouble. Everything was easy to do and I didn’t have to worry about anything. I recommend!



[image: Pär Olsson]
Pär Olsson
19:56 27 Feb 24

Could not be happier with the outcome of my speeding ticket.No way could I have done any better on my own,and the $300 I paid was worth every penny not having to deal with it.Highly recommend to anyone in need of legal representation.



[image: Pär Olsson]
Pär Olsson
22:48 15 Feb 24

I doubt I could have done any better on my own and $300 not having to deal with  representing myself in court was worth every penny.Highly recommend,and will use again if ever in need of an attorney in NC.



[image: Rhonda Froneberger]
Rhonda Froneberger
00:18 15 Feb 24

Received white glove service.  Would utilize service again if needed.  💯 Thanks for your help.
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Will Thomson
22:50 08 Feb 24





[image: DIBZ FIT]
DIBZ FIT
20:54 04 Feb 24

These guys are FAST, EFFECTIVE and be priced ..I highly recommend



[image: Cy Blount]
Cy Blount
01:15 29 Jan 24

Great experience with this firm for an unfortunate infraction. This firm has a professional, pleasant and courteous staff. The fee for service was reasonable. The legal matter was resolved with gratified results....



[image: donnie amster]
donnie amster
16:29 28 Jan 24

Mr. Dixon and his team were very easy to work with and transparent from the moment I met them. They resolved my case in just 2 weeks from talking to them.



[image: Richard]
Richard
13:02 28 Jan 24

This law group did an awesome job handling my matter.Thank you for your help.



[image: Glenn]
Glenn
21:52 26 Jan 24

Mr Dixon and staff are absolutely on point.  Got a moving violation which would have cost a good penny.  Got in touch with this awesome firm and they handled everything from start to finish. They kept me in the loop the whole time and I didn't have to go to court.  You cannot beat the ROI with this group.  Their prices are reasonable, they are extremely knowledgeable, expedient and professional.  They will be my first call should I ever need legal representation in N.C. again



[image: Maison Vertner]
Maison Vertner
14:33 23 Jan 24

Thank you !!! Very pleased



[image: Mildred Hines]
Mildred Hines
16:57 15 Jan 24





[image: deborah dubach]
deborah dubach
19:38 04 Jan 24

I tend to have a heavy foot but usually use my cruise.  This time I believed I was already in the 70mph zone coming off the southern exit from the OBX and had set my cruise.  Alas the officer indicated “not yet”.  Dixon and Thompson Law was able to get everything reduced and served my needs with calm assurance.



[image: Ramon Torres]
Ramon Torres
18:27 04 Jan 24

I definitely recommend this place, it's a small no-nonsense firm in a historic and cute town. They charge a flat rate, I'm satisfied with the results so farUpdate! This place is still wonderful, you definitely get what you pay for and more. My son had three charges and even though they was expensive, all the charges got droppedI would love to thank Dixon and Thomas for their services and a job well done



[image: Natasha Carter]
Natasha Carter
01:17 21 Dec 23

The best on my behalf it's been twice I have had Mr.Dixon and he's been 💯



[image: Rodrigo Segnini]
Rodrigo Segnini
21:11 18 Dec 23

Responsive and effective. Thank you for your support.



[image: caroline obregon]
caroline obregon
16:18 13 Dec 23

Very honest and detailed with traffic violation issues.



[image: Gary lowry]
Gary lowry
23:21 05 Dec 23





[image: Tiffany Harris]
Tiffany Harris
16:49 03 Dec 23

We were passing through the state and got a concealed weapon and speeding citation. Contacted Dixon Law Firm based on pamphlets we received in the mail and couldn’t be happier with the decision. We spoke with him over the phone, paid the retainer fee, and he did the rest of the work. He was able to represent us for the initial appearance and any additional appearances, which was awesome considering we lived 12 hours away. We traveled back NC one time to appear in court and he was able to get all the charges dismissed. The way he handled the case relieved us of so much stress and hassle. We couldn’t be happier with the decision of choosing his law firm. Highly recommend!



[image: Nadezhda Lapoint]
Nadezhda Lapoint
20:52 29 Nov 23





[image: J Pettaway]
J Pettaway
13:33 29 Nov 23

Great people doing great work. I waiting until the last possible minute to contact them for my ticket as I am from out of state and forgot about it; they were very quick to respond and completely accommodated me despite my dire situation. Hopefully I will not have to use them in the future but if I do need a lawyer I will be reaching back out to them!



[image: Glen]
Glen
22:04 21 Nov 23

I had a speeding ticket far away from home. Samuel B. Dixon Law was referred to me by my own personal attorney. Attorney Dixon went to court on my behalf, and basically had the ticket thrown out.No hit on my insurance or drivers license. It was such a stress free process. His office kept me informed on what was going on. The small fee I paid was well worth it. I would recommend him anytime.



[image: Raghuveer Ps]
Raghuveer Ps
22:00 21 Nov 23

Mr. Dixon seamlessly resolved my case and the staff were very helpful in communicating the progress.



[image: Shannon Baier]
Shannon Baier
15:54 20 Nov 23

A+++ …. Paid their flat fee and didn’t have to think about my citation again! They got my (hefty and pretty bad…) speeding violation down to a non-moving violation and all the paperwork and fees were taken care of within the flat fee. Totally seamless process and would highly recommend! Special thanks to Tiffany for sending updates as soon as she had any information, I never even had to inquire the status with them! Everything was done electronically and promptly with professionalism. Thank you guys! Hopefully I never have to call you again… but if I do I know I’m in good hands!



[image: Toby Thomas]
Toby Thomas
16:10 08 Nov 23

Excellent service and excellent communication. Excellent outcome! Highly recommend



[image: Jasmin Leon]
Jasmin Leon
18:47 30 Oct 23

This law firm is the absolute best! All around best lawyers for everything! I had filed for my divorce at this law firm several years ago. Back then I did not know they also handled traffic tickets, but sure enough they do. And they got my significantly high speeding ticket practically dropped lol. They are truly great! And the lady’s that you mostly talk to are oh so lovely too! Very patient with questions and just great!



[image: Cee H.]
Cee H.
20:58 27 Oct 23

Attorney Dixon and his staff are so professional yet down to earth. He will fight for you from start to finish. He's a straight shooter he doesn't feed you alot of bull like so many other attorneys. If you're ever in need of an attorney who will fight for you don't go any further choose Attorney Dixon!   C. Hobson



[image: kayla parker]
kayla parker
14:37 25 Oct 23

i was on my way to OBX when i got my citation for speeding and was so stressed out. Then i got back home after my vacation and was looking for law firms to help resolve my case. I got really lucky when i found Dixon and Thompson Law Firm. They made the process so much easier and stress free for me and very affordable too! Will definitely reach out to them again if i have another issue.



[image: Emperor Roofing]
Emperor Roofing
22:39 12 Oct 23





[image: dar lov]
dar lov
18:42 11 Oct 23

My son received a traffic ticket and not knowing that ticket would affect his driver license and insurance he went paid the ticket. I immediately contacted Dixon & Thompson because they have handled a few tickets of my own : )   They went right to work and handle the situation!! The Fee was reasonable actually cheaper than I thought and they acted fast. Definitely the best!! THANKS AGAIN MB



[image: Jeff Lockhart]
Jeff Lockhart
15:38 10 Oct 23

Great to work with.  Took care of my ticket perfectly!



[image: Steven Shepard]
Steven Shepard
17:06 05 Oct 23

This office solved my problems and left me worry free, thank you so much. Also very affordable, thank you for that too.-FloridaMan



[image: hari keerthi]
hari keerthi
17:52 03 Oct 23

Very professional and proactive.



[image: Sam Hoelscher]
Sam Hoelscher
16:48 03 Oct 23

Great communication, timely service, excellent (desired) outcome.  Would endorse and recommend their services for speeding ticket help.



[image: Deanna Burakowski]
Deanna Burakowski
16:55 29 Sep 23

Thank you! I had an amazing experience working with this law firm! All employees were extremely professional and knowledgeable and they made this process very easy for me! I highly recommend using Dixon & Thompson to anyone in this area seeking legal assistance!



[image: read alkobadi]
read alkobadi
06:32 28 Sep 23

I received a ticket, and they were able to work some magic 🪄, got it reduced to a non moving violation. Saved me a lot on my insurance and time. I would have dread coming back from out of state just to fight a ticket. Would definitely use them again. Great communication and kept me up to date with everything.



[image: Peter Smith]
Peter Smith
00:50 28 Sep 23

These lawyers resolved my speeding ticket case in NC so that I didn’t get any points, didn’t have to go to trial, and am able to maintain a clear driving record. Professional, responsive, and delivered results for a reasonable fee. Very Satisfied.



[image: Sonia D]
Sonia D
21:29 19 Sep 23

Very professional and received great results very promptly.  Highly recommend!



[image: Bob Brinkley]
Bob Brinkley
15:00 07 Sep 23

Dixon and Thompson Law represented me in regards to a traffic ticket. The people I worked with at the firm were very clear about what I was needed to do and what they were going to do. They made the whole process very easy. I highly recommend them!



[image: Miguel CEPEDA]
Miguel CEPEDA
12:18 07 Sep 23

Awesome people, great job. I recommend 💯 x 💯.Excelente resultado. Me ayudaron a resolver Un error del cual no era culpable.



[image: Warren Hupman]
Warren Hupman
21:23 06 Sep 23

These guys are the bomb they say they're going to do it and they're going to do it. I got a speeding ticket doing 71 and a 55 which was a work zone and the work zone didn't even have any signs up that I saw but the officer said they were there they got it reduced to practically nothing and nothing's put on my license or anything they did exactly what they said they were going to do and that's why I gave him five star review they are the best as far as I'm concerned I recommend these people highly



[image: Matt Fretwell]
Matt Fretwell
20:23 06 Sep 23

Dixon and Thompson Law are true professionals! Their attention to detail, knowledge, and ability to handle my case speedily relieved any anxiety and stress. I would highly recommend their services.



[image: Susan Rowland]
Susan Rowland
17:41 05 Sep 23

My daughter got a ticket in Manteo that would’ve prevented her from getting her next level license. The lawyer was able to get this dismissed before the court date. Great staff, customer service, and easy to use website. If I ever need a traffic lawyer again, I know who to call!



[image: Charles Bixler]
Charles Bixler
19:07 02 Sep 23

Dixon & Thompson provided outstanding service  on the sale of our property.  Provided excellent documentation and was very thorough with total perfection on all requirements for closing.



[image: John McArthur]
John McArthur
13:26 01 Sep 23

Friendly staff. Efficient and Effective work.



[image: CLAUDIA CARDONA]
CLAUDIA CARDONA
11:27 01 Sep 23

It was working with Dixon & Thompson Law, they made everything go smoothly and in record time.  I give them 100% I will definitely use the firm again and most definitely recommended, as it was referred to me.



[image: Javier Moreno]
Javier Moreno
20:25 31 Aug 23

This firm made my worries disappear, I got into a situation all I had to do was call them, explain it, and they took care of the rest, they were very friendly and responsive, if you have a problem in the North Carolina Area.. call this firm



[image: CD H]
CD H
19:31 31 Aug 23

Sam and his staff were quick and efficient in resolving my case, with a positive outcome for me.  Talk about a huge stress lifted!   Would definitely recommend Sam for any legal issues!



[image: Todd Bivins]
Todd Bivins
18:06 29 Aug 23

It was an absolute pleasure to work with Mr. Dixon and his team. I highly recommend them!



[image: Rae carolina]
Rae carolina
14:18 25 Aug 23

Excellent service!  I received a citation in June and contacted Dixon & Thompson to handle my case.  I was impressed with the first contact and decided to let them represent me.  My court date was in September but they had the case reduced to a code violation and closed by the middle of August.  No points and no insurance increase.  Could not be more happy with the service I received.



[image: Cindy Bunch]
Cindy Bunch
00:20 25 Aug 23

My husband received a speeding ticket in Perquimans County in July.  After returning home to Charleston, we received a half dozen or more letters from law firms.  Being originally from Edenton, he chose Dixon & Thompson Law.  My husband spoke by phone with administrative assistant, Kathryn Ward, and within a few minutes, we received an email from her detailing all that we needed to do to have the firm represent my husband.  The process couldn't have been easier, as we submitted documents online, then were kept informed by other administrative assistants, Elexus and Gray, though emails.  In about two weeks, we got word that Mr.Dixon had met with the district attorney and had the case reduced to a non-moving violation, thereby having no impact on his license or insurance.  We felt their fee was more than reasonable, since it saved us the cost of a return trip to NC and boarding our dogs, in order to appear in court.



[image: Edmund Zaloga]
Edmund Zaloga
00:42 24 Aug 23

This is an amazing legal team. Got a mailer as soon as I had a registration issue. I called, a super friendly woman answered and they got everything worked out. Highly recommended!!!!



[image: Kyle Abbott]
Kyle Abbott
01:07 23 Aug 23

This firm was very professional and efficient while handling my case. They kept an open line of communication with me and I was informed every step of the way. I highly recommend their services if they are ever needed.



[image: Martin Bardoun]
Martin Bardoun
22:24 21 Aug 23





[image: Renee Finn]
Renee Finn
20:08 21 Aug 23

I live in Kentucky and I had received a ticket in North Carolina during Covid. The law office was exceptional and very affordable to help me. If you need help with a North Carolina ticket I highly recommend calling them for help. Thank you all again so very much, you went above and beyond to take care of this before I traveled overseas.



[image: Jim Showers]
Jim Showers
14:55 21 Aug 23

I engaged Dixon & Thompson Law to represent me for a vehicle citation and they handled everything to my complete satisfaction, saving me time and aggravation.  I highly recommend them to others.



[image: Olya Bell]
Olya Bell
20:38 19 Aug 23

Great Law Firm I Love Them they have been A Blessing to me & my Family



[image: Brooke Peterson]
Brooke Peterson
15:08 15 Aug 23





[image: Steven Guy]
Steven Guy
14:08 08 Aug 23

I was very satisfied with my experience with Dixon and Thompson Law.  They did exactly what they said they would do without any complications.



[image: Sarah Sudekum]
Sarah Sudekum
00:40 08 Aug 23

They were so helpful and made sure I understood everything!!!



[image: M M]
M M
19:58 02 Aug 23

Very knowledgeable about the options in different counties. Got my first speeding ticket in a long time, on US17 , 68 in a 55 zone. Very professional. Answered all my questions and obtained an outcome that had no points or impact on my driver's license for a fair price. Thank-You!



[image: merrit ferland]
merrit ferland
02:48 02 Aug 23

Top notch firm. Dixon and Thompson were successful in ensuring the best possible outcome in my traffic case. I highly recommend their services. Thank you!



[image: Paul Paulsen]
Paul Paulsen
00:09 02 Aug 23

Without going into detail, I received an assortment of rather hefty moving violations. I reached out to 3 different attorneys in the area. After speaking with Mr. Dixon, I was convinced he was the man I needed to represent me. Short answer, this case never went to court and I was never required to appear. Mr. Dixon and his staff handled everything from beginning to end while keeping me informed along the way. In the end, my assortment of violations were reduced to a single non-moving violation which did not impact my driving record or my insurance. I would, highly, recommend Mr. Dixon and his staff to anyone.



[image: Jon Bross]
Jon Bross
19:04 31 Jul 23





[image: Tim Taylor]
Tim Taylor
16:43 27 Jul 23

Extremely competent, personable, and effective. To say I am pleased with the service doesnt quite cover it. Ecstatic is a better way to articulate it.



[image: Carl Nie]
Carl Nie
08:57 09 Jun 23

Got hit with a mandatory court appearance but I live very far. They handled my case for me with confidence and ease and I got the good result they promised me - a much lesser charge.



[image: Charles Hildebrand]
Charles Hildebrand
21:15 07 Jun 23

I was charged with a moving violation in Currituck County by a Currituck County Sheriff. I contacted Dixon and Thompson Law. They were confident in their ability to assist in my case. The charge required a mandatory court  appearance, however, Dixon and Thompson Law was able to appear on my behalf in court which eliminated the necessity of my attendance in the judicial proceedings. My money was well spent by retaining Dixon and Thompson Law in my case as they were correct in their prediction of the outcome of the case and the outcome was more satisfactory than what I originally had thought possible. I would highly recommend their service to anyone in a situation similar to mine.



[image: Moriah Brown]
Moriah Brown
19:38 05 Dec 22

Very professional and timely work. The process of settling my ticket was with ease and didn't require crazy hoops to jump through. The were very accommodating to my finical situation and willing to work with me, they also were eager to answer any all all questions I had. I'm satisfied with my experience with them.



[image: Hugo Erazo]
Hugo Erazo
19:10 05 Dec 22

Pay the man and work with their Team and they will get it done. Thanks



[image: Jerry Monaco]
Jerry Monaco
19:45 25 Aug 22

One stop shop!! Got a speeding ticket and honestly didn't realize I was over the speed limit. I looked it up and this needed to be handled by a professional, being I'm not from NC. I called Dixon and he was fixin it from the start!!! When I got home received at least 10 other letters from attorneys, but Dixon already had things in motion.. Would highly recommend and would definitely call if I needed again.



[image: Derrick Southcombe]
Derrick Southcombe
19:41 25 Jun 22

All of my legal matters are handled in a professional manner. I'm pleased to use Samuel B. Dixon attorney as my lawyer.



[image: Thomas Williams IV]
Thomas Williams IV
16:15 17 Apr 22

Some serious issues with the written consent of Undisclosed individual.  ( April 2022)



[image: Brittany Hinton]
Brittany Hinton
19:08 16 Mar 22





[image: Lindsey Woolard]
Lindsey Woolard
01:18 14 Mar 22

Case was hardly virtually due to long distance and everyone was great to work with over the phone and through email. Highly recommend!



[image: Tracy Ball (Grits1111)]
Tracy Ball (Grits1111)
03:20 03 Mar 22

I recently had a speeding ticket case settled by Samuel Dixon of the Dixon and Thompson Law Firm in Edenton, NC. The process was quick and easy and very reasonably priced. Although we did have a good time at the Outer Banks despite the ticket, I would have enjoyed it much more had I known how easy Mr. Dixon would make the settlement of the case. Many thanks and, if there is a "next time", I know who to call!Chuck BallRoanoke, VA
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Joshua Berland
16:29 16 Feb 22





[image: Sherry Mercer]
Sherry Mercer
21:06 15 Feb 22

I had less than 24 hrs to find an attorney after a subpar one dropped the ball. I read the a lot of reviews & chose this law firm. They are top notch! They took my case with lightening speed, were super efficient and got the best possible outcome. If I ever have need of representation again they'll be my first choice, hands down!!



[image: Snyder Stables]
Snyder Stables
17:34 14 Feb 22

I contacted this law firm for a major speeding ticket, and they really took care of me.  Mr. Dixon and his staff were extremely communicative and transparent, and they were able to get the ticket reduced to a non-moving violation.  I will not hesitate to hire Mr. Dixon again, if ever needed, in the future.  Amazing!



[image: Jaime Cunningham]
Jaime Cunningham
17:45 02 Jan 22

They were amazing I highly recommend this law firm



[image: Gabrielle Newton]
Gabrielle Newton
17:31 01 Jan 22





[image: Felicia Payne]
Felicia Payne
14:13 11 Oct 21

Very happy with how responsive and professional the firm handling a speeding ticket my daughter got in Nags Head this summer.



[image: Elsa Kimbell]
Elsa Kimbell
20:28 28 Sep 21

Excellent service. Reasonable price and kept me posted along the way.Thank you.



[image: isabella mesagno]
isabella mesagno
14:41 01 Aug 21

Took care of my ticket so easily and low maintenance. Highly recommend them and will recommend them to anyone in need!



[image: Juan Junguito]
Juan Junguito
22:33 30 Jul 21

Expensive but worth every penny. They are very professional and transparent from the start. Sam told me the two most likely outcomes of my case and he got me the best of the two.



[image: Dhanasekar R]
Dhanasekar R
02:21 30 Jul 21

I received my first speeding ticket in Martin county sometime around end of Jun 2021. I contacted Mr. Dixon to help with this issue. Mr. Dixon and his team handled my case very professionally and able to close my case as city code violation well before the court appearance date. The staff was responsive and very prompt in responding to my calls and emails.



[image: Sean Hill]
Sean Hill
21:05 29 Jul 21

A pleasure to work with.  Very responsive, and very effective in helping with my traffic citation.  Couldn't really ask for anything more!  Strongly recommended.



[image: Saif Salim]
Saif Salim
07:18 23 Jun 21





[image: Jessica Anne]
Jessica Anne
14:18 14 Jun 21

I received a speeding ticket on my way home from visiting my sick mother in Florida. I reached out to Mr. Dixon to help with this issue. Mr. Dixon and his team were kind, professional, and understanding! They answered any and all questions I had and made sure to do their best in making this as painless as possible during this stressful time. Hopefully I won’t have any issues in the future BUT if I, or anyone I know does, I will be sure to contact this law firm ASAP! Thank you!!!



[image: Alan L]
Alan L
16:17 04 Jun 21

Very satisfied with the service.The charge is unbelievably reasonable.Easy to communicate with.5 star



[image: Ishan Perera]
Ishan Perera
14:50 27 May 21

Mr. Dixon and his team were very kind and professional. I spoke to a few other attorneys in the area and found their robot-like methodologies a bit concerning. If you wish to speak to real people with real values, look no further!
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